Box Hill Historical Society
For your diary
Details of the next meeting of the Society are as follows:
Sunday, 18 August 2019, 2pm
The August meeting will include the Annual General Meeting for
2019. In addition, there will be a presentation by one of the
Society's committee members — Ian Broadhead.

Volume 25, Issue 4
August 2019

The subject of Ian’s talk will be ‘100+ years of living in Box Hill’.
Using the experiences of his family as a reference point, Ian will
take us across more than a century of local living in Box Hill.

General meetings of the
BHHS are held on the 3rd
Sunday of each month, in the
Bert Lewis Room 1 of Box Hill
Library, 1040 Whitehorse
Road, beginning at 2 pm.

(For details relating to the other events confirmed to date for this
year, and other forthcoming events, see page 3.)

Members and friends are
always welcome to attend.

2019 Annual General Meeting

Enquiries are welcome, on:
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Notice is hereby given that the 55th Annual General Meeting of
the Box Hill Historical Society Inc. will be held on Sunday, 18
August 2019, beginning at 2 p.m., in the Box Hill Library
Meeting Room 1, 1022 Whitehorse Road, Box Hill.

President’s Report
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Business will include –

Open House Weekend
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Forthcoming society events
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Other forthcoming events
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Whitehorse Heritage Week
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Acceptance of Minutes of 2018 AGM;
Annual Reports 2018-19;
Financial Statements;
Election of office bearers, committee members, and the
Audit Committee;
 Any other business of which written notice has been
received.

Founded in 1963, the Box Hill Historical
Society is affiliated with the
 Royal Historical Society of Victoria;
 Association of Eastern Historical
Societies.

A nomination form for office bearers and committee was
enclosed with the previous newsletter. The Society welcomes
nominations for positions on committee.
Helen Harris OAM
Hon. Secretary

The Society can be found on the ’net at: www.boxhillhistoricalsociety.com.au (or use a search engine)
You can email us at: boxhillhistory@gmail.com
and follow us on Facebook at: www.facebook.com/boxhillhistoricalsociety

President’s report – August 2019

Suggestions?

The Society has been fruitfully active in the period since the most recent newsletter. The past couple of months have been particularly busy.
Although the usual meeting was not held in June, in favour of attending
a concert by the Box Hill City Band, that pleasure was accompanied by
the need to prepare a slide show and short presentation regarding the
history of the Band. This was a time-consuming exercise. Participation
in the calendar of events of Melbourne Open House weekend, 27/28
July required even more work behind the scenes. For a detailed report
on the weekend, see below. The bulk of preparation for our participation fell to the Secretary, and I thank her for the enormous effort and
time that she contributed; the success that the Society enjoyed over the
weekend event is directly attributable to Helen’s work.
My thanks go also to Committee member Ric Pawsey for producing
the June edition of this newsletter, while the Editor was in the Northern
Territory between a rock and a hard place.

The Committee welcomes
suggestions from members for
events to be held by the Box Hill
Historical Society.

Gary Presland
President

Report on Open House Weekend
In advertising our activities during this weekend, we looked to cover
all bases. We letterboxed a number of streets around Box Hill, placed
posters on noticeboards, put something on both our website and
Facebook site and encouraged politicians to promote our events
through their social media network.
We set up the photographic exhibition on the Friday night, then
staffed our premises from 10 to 4 on the Saturday, dealing both with
researchers and people who just wanted to have a look at our setup.
We were kept busy during the day, selling some books and taking four
new memberships. At 4.00 p.m. we started the task of shifting the 28
boxes of books for sale down to the lower town hall, and setting up for
business on Sunday. Sunday morning saw an initial rush of people
coming in to view and buy books, and over the day we took just over
$500 in book sales, a satisfactory result. We are left with many boxes
still, so are now looking to hold another book sale, perhaps at the
Spring Festival. There were suggestions that we make this an annual
event, to coincide with Open House weekend. One thing with storing
books is that, unlike food, they don’t deteriorate in storage!
Former Councillors Dennis Trewhella and Betty Walters (assisted by
husband Ken) again staffed the former Council chambers, dealing with
lots of questions from visitors. Their participation was very much
appreciated.
A big ‘thank you’ to those members who assisted both beforehand
and on the weekend: John Barnao, Ian Broadhead, Heather and Judith
Eadon, Helen Harris OAM, William Orange, Ric Pawsey, Gary Presland,
Grace Swiney, Lorraine Taylor. And of course a big thank you to the
Friends of Nunawading Libraries (FONL) who also took part in the
book sale.
Helen Harris
Secretary
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If you have any ideas for topics
for talks or speakers, tours, or
exhibition topics, please contact
a member of the Committee.
Contributions?
A newsletter like this one functions best and is of most use and
interest to members when it contains a wide range of pertinent
information for its readers. To
assist this exercise, the Editor is
always looking for contributions
about the Society, from our own
members. If you have something
you would like to include in an
issue of the Newsletter—a photograph, some information you’d
like to share—don’t be shy; contact the Editor.
Mission Statement
The Box Hill His torical
Society seeks to collect,
preserve, facilitate access, research and communicate items
that reflect life in and the development of Box Hill and district.
Geographical area of interest
The Collection is relevant to the
suburbs of Box Hill, Box Hill
North, Box Hill South, Mont Albert, Mont Albert North, Bennettswood and the parts of Burwood and Surrey Hills, which fall
within the City of Whitehorse.

Forthcoming Society events
Sunday, 15 September 2019, 2.00 p.m.
Guest Speaker: Dr Edward Brentnall OAM — ‘Box Hill
Hospital Emergency Care, 1975–1994’
Edward Brentnall led
the Box Hill Hospital
E m e r g e n c y
Department during a
period in which it was
the
busiest
road
trauma hospital in
Victoria. Through his
time as Director,
innovations were introduced in its systems of care, and Ed
became a founder of the Australasian College of Emergency
Medicine.
12 – 19 September 2019 — Whitehorse Heritage Week
This year the theme of Whitehorse Heritage Week is
’Healthy Heritage’. The Society has a number of events
planned within the Heritage Week programme. For details
regarding our involvement in the Heritage Festival, please
refer to page 7 of this newsletter.

BHHS digitising project
The Committee is thrilled to report that our
application for a grant from the City of
Whitehorse was successful. We
acknowledge the generous support of
Council in fully funding the first stage in the
Society’s project to digitise issues of the Box
Hill Reporter.
The Society intends to raise the
remainder of the money needed, a sum of
$4620, in a variety of funding-raising events.
This has begun with the recent booksale.
Donations are welcome, of course, and we
thank Rosemary Richards for a recent
contribution of $20 toward the target.
Progress will be reported in successive
newsletters, in the graphic form as
presented here:

$4620

Saturday 14 September — Trivia Night: ‘What’s up ,Doc?’
Come along and test your trivial knowledge, and help the
Society raise some money towards the total needed to have
the Reporter digitized.
This fund-raising event is a part of the Heritage Week
programme. Full details for the Trivia Night, as for other
Society events during Heritge Week, are available on our
website: https://www.boxhillhistoricalsociety.com.au/

Other forthcoming events
Official opening of the Bert Lewis room: Members may be
aware that plans are in hand to name the venue of our
meetings—Meeting Room 1 in Box Hill Library—as the ‘Bert
Lewis Room’. This change is to commemorate the former
Head Librarian and community activist. The official opening
has been set for September 4 at 2pm. The guest speaker
will be Stuart Kells author of The Library a Catalogue of
Wonders: a Love Letter to Libraries and to their Makers and
Protectors. Attendees are asked to RSVP to Shauna McEwan
— tele: (03) 98728615; email:
Shauna.McEwan@wml.vic.gov.au
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$520

(Not to scale)

June meeting notes
Gary Presland
In lieu of the usual meeting in June, members were invited to attend a concert by the Box Hill City Band
celebrating its 130th anniversary. The Society provided a slide show of historical images, and the president gave a
short talk prepared by the secretary on the history of the Band. An edited version of his notes are given here, for
the interest of readers.
The first band in Box Hill was
formed by temperance bodies in
1889. The band’s first public
performance was at the laying of
the foundation stone of the new
Shire Hall in Station Street.
The band’s establishment occurred at the height of a booming
economy; however, the band was
only short lived, and by 1890 it
had disappeared. The instruments
were given to a newly formed
band, called the United Methodist
Band. But this band also was short
lived.
In 1909 a public meeting was
called to revive the band, and the
owner of the Box Hill Reporter, Mr
E.F.G. Hodges—known as ‘alphabet Hodges’, for obvious reasons—threw his full support behind
the idea. The instruments were taken out of storage, and rehearsals and concerts
commenced.
In February 1910 the band was invited to take part in a marine excursion: a trip to Queenscliffe
on the steamer Hygeia, which was organised by the Box Hill & Doncaster Horticultural Show
Committee for workers in the large fruitgrowing industry that existed at the time. This was to be
the first of a number of similar trips made by the band. They performed both on the voyages themselves, and at the picnics that followed arrival in Queenscliffe. The band was paid a nominal
amount for performing, and the money was set aside in a uniform fund; the sums raised allowed
members to purchase smart new uniforms of dark and light blue, with white facings, in May 1911.
On 1 August 1923, the band created history when it performed at the Bishop Street home of Mr
H. Beattie, an amateur radio enthusiast. Permission to broadcast was sought and granted from the
Federal government, and for two hours on that night Beattie’s station had sole use of the amateur
radio airwaves throughout Australia. Mr Beattie’s transmitter had a range of 2,000 miles.
The name of the band was subsequently changed to ‘Box Hill District Band’ and after Box Hill
became a city, was again changed, to the ‘Box Hill City Band’.
By 1939 the band was again in abeyance, and it was not resurrected until 1948, when a
committee was formed at a public meeting convened by the Mayor. Many of the instruments
belonging to the pre-war band were brought out of storage and additional, secondhand
instruments were purchased. By 1953 a new uniform had also been introduced.
Tragedy struck in 1955 when the Bandmaster suddenly died, on the very day the band was to
make its first appearance at the Melbourne Town Hall. His successors made great progress,
however, and by 1959 the band had been promoted, to compete at B Grade level. During the 1960s
many trips were made to country and interstate venues, but in the latter part of that decade
setbacks occurred, and again the band needed rescuing. Fortunately, once again the Council came
to the rescue, providing a grant of $5,000, initially to purchase new equipment, and later new
uniforms were bought.
It is pleasing to see that the band has continued to this day. The Historical Society wish them
well for the future. May the Band continue to flourish and the Society to record their achievements!
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Recent speaker
William R. Orange
Karl Fender, high profile architect and former Box Hill resident spoke to the July
general meeting about growing up in Burwood and some of his family history. Karl Fender
(known as Arthur during his school days) was born in Haarlem in 1947, the son of Dutch parents
living in Indonesia: his father grew up in Batavia, served in the Dutch navy and was taken
prisoner of war during WWII. (His mother was a fine horsewoman; one of Karl’s illustrations
showed her on horseback, with Mt Ajung in the background.) On arriving in Australia they
initially rented a house in Box Hill South; then in 1955 purchased 3 Leonard Street, Burwood
(just north of Highbury Road) for £4,100. The house is still there with an additional storey and
some of the original stonework. His mother worked as a tram conductor and his father for the
SEC, based in Lilydale where he worked with the linesmen. Fender remembers early on riding
on the tank of his father’s motor bike, then as a pillion with his feet in the saddlebags.
The house was not sewered (there was a pan toilet) and had a briquette hot water service, Kelvinator refrigerator and an Atlas television. At the end of the street was a barbed
wire fence with bushland beyond and what Karl remembers as an Aboriginal scarred tree.
The remains of the pioneer Bennett family’s mudbrick house still stood nearby and the
orchards of Glen Waverley were adjacent, to the south.
He collected Tarax drink bottles, which had a threepenny deposit that could be redeemed. He
won a flight on a DC3 over Melbourne with 24 Kornies tokens; and the Mitchell brothers were
terrorising the other neighbourhood children. The Bennettswood shopping centre had butcher,
hardware and fish and chip shops (the latter sold a ‘school lunch’ wrapped in newspaper), as
well as a dentist. He attended Bennettswood State School ─ his 1956 report said ‘could improve’.
By 1959 he had graduated from Cubs to Scouts; his father finished paying off the £990 mortgage;
and he was attending Blackburn South High School. That school began in Nissan huts in Ashburton, students travelling there by Quinces bus. The school ‘bell’ was a steel wheel rim with a metal
striker.
Fender’s father maintained the family car, initially a Singer, followed by a Morris Minor, Standard Vanguard and a Hillman Minx. Fender’s ‘after school’ job was as a milky with Albie, and
Molly the horse, starting work at 2 a.m. It could be risky because of the drunk drivers. Box Hill
Baths—the original pool of which has now gone—were popular with young people; it took some
courage to dive off the diving tower into Surrey Dive. Box Hill brickworks nearby hasn’t changed
much. He started playing golf with Howard Hutchinson at Box Hill Golf Club in 1961, as well as
playing football, and the guitar. He and his friends haunted the Thumpin Tum in the city where
Judy Jacques was a popular singer. Surfing with friends off Phillip Island was another activity.
Fender’s first wife lived at 21 Poplar Street: she and her brother were keen horse riders, stabling their horses in the paddocks of Templestowe. Her father, a marine engineer, built a steel
boat almost to completion in their back yard.
Fender began architectural drafting at RMIT in 1966 and obtained a job in Robin Boyd’s office
in July 1967. An unusual task was the sketching of an adenovirus for medical researcher Gus
Nossal. Other work included designs for Expo 70 in Osaka. Robin Boyd died in 1971 at the age of
52. Fender’s son Lucien was born in 1972, the family purchased 20 Alexander Street in Box Hill
for $20,000, and, with a partner, he established an office in the house. Later Karl and his wife
travelled to London where his son Daniel was born in 1975, then worked in Rome with an
American architect. He attended the Graduate School of Design at Harvard in 1979 before returning to Alexander Street, where a daughter was born, and the family got to know the
neighbours (including the Jacksons, Foderas, and Ferrys).
In 1985 he left Box Hill, divorced his first wife and married Sarah, and had another daughter.
Now, the family (and the buildings) have grown larger; and he lives in an apartment in the
Eureka Tower, sometimes above the clouds.
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Archivist’s Report
It has been a busy couple of months, with preparation for our activities on Open House weekend
taking up most of my time. Having a photographic exhibition of 100 houses, in line with the
theme of Open House, worked well, but it did involve quite a lot of effort. Thanks to the work of
Brian Shields in digitizing many of our images, I could view the images as I identified them in the
catalogue, so was able to transfer the images into a Publisher file, adding the address and
reference number. I then took a USB to Officeworks, who printed out the images on separate A4
pages. Originally I thought I would just place Velcro dots on the back of the images ready for
mounting on display boards, but later realised it would look better if they were on some sort of
mounting. Rather than placing them in frames, I used lightweight sheets of corflute that we had
used for previous displays. A big ‘thank you’ to Lorraine Taylor for her help in removing
images used in a previous display. We didn’t have enough corflute, but a phone call resulted in a
donation of 10 large old political posters. Our President is very proficient with a Stanley knife, so
devoted some time to cutting them up into A4 sizes. From there it was a simple matter of glueing
the pictures on the front and attaching Velcro dots on the back.
We had called for donations towards our book sale, and I was pleasantly surprised with the
number of items we received. Each book was assessed via Google as to whether it was worth
more than the proposed price of $3 for hardbacks and $2 for softbacks, and a surprising number
were, so were priced accordingly. Robyn Doble, Barbara Lovell and I found duplicate copies of
some items in our archives, and decided to also offer them for sale. In the end we had some 28
boxes of books stored in an increasingly-crowded compactus room.
Details of the weekend event are given elsewhere. In the meantime I have gone back to doing
the research and organisation for the Heritage Week activities in September, liaising with various
organisations. That promises to be an interesting week.
Till next time,
Helen

U3A Deepdene public lecture series
Deepdene U3A are staging ‘How do we ensure that the places we keep are the ones that the people really value?’
Details of the three sessions, which will take place at Balwyn Park Centre, 206 Whitehorse
Road, Balwyn, are as follows:
Session 1

People, place, connections

Wednesday 21 August, 10 30 a.m. – 12 noon

Chris Johnson, Research Associate at LaTrobe University and founder of Context
Heritage Consultancy
Session 2

Social value and people power Wednesday 28 August, 10 30 am – 12 noon
Charles Sowerwine, Chair, Emeritus Professor of French History, University of Melbourne, chair of Heritage Committee of the Royal Historical Society of Victoria

Session 3

Social value and historical value

Wednesday 4 September, 10 30 am – 12 noon

Graeme Davison, Emeritus Professor of History at Monash University
To reserve a place in the series or individual sessions, email:
u3adeepdeneinc@gmail.com or phone on 9817 7736
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Whitehorse Heritage Week
12 – 19 September 2019
Once again the Society will be heavily involved in Heritage Week; a flyer is enclosed with this
Newsletter giving details of all the activities that are taking place.
Apart from a bus and cemetery tour, we are holding our first ever Trivia Night on 14 September, specifically to raise funds for our Box Hill Reporter digitization project.
Our exhibition this year, on Health and Hygiene: then and now, will feature displays from St
John Ambulance, Red Cross, Bolton Clarke (the Royal District Nursing Service) and Box Hill
Hospital. In addition there will be a display of material on local health matters. There will be
presentations from the following speakers:
Friday 13: Official opening of the day’s programme by President, Dr Gary Presland
10.15am
12 – 1pm
2 – 3pm

History Mary Sheehan will speak about the 1919 Spanish Flu epidemic and its
effect in Australia;
Raquel O’Donnell from Bolton Clarke on CPR and defibrillation basics
What’s more important than knowing how to save a life? Be prepared for an
emergency. Learn the basics of resuscitation and how to use a defibrillator.
Speaker from Carrington Health: Family Mental Health: Support for Anxiety.
The focus would be on anxiety in families and how parents and carers can get
support.

Saturday 14: The Hearing Australia bus will be at the front of
the town hall this morning to conduct free hearing tests.
10.00am Diphtheria, typhoid fever, scarlet fever, tuberculosis, polio – these were all common
diseases of the past, and Box Hill health reports regularly reported outbreaks. Microbiologist
Jenny Milne will speak on the diseases, the effects they had on families, and the effort made to
control them. Her focus will be on the history of public health measures in the control of contagious diseases.
12 – 1pm

Emma Dabb from Bolton Clarke on Master your Mind

Modern life is full of hassles, deadlines, frustrations and demands. We all encounter stress and
anxiety from time to time. Stress isn’t always bad. In fact, in small
doses, it can help you perform under pressure and motivate you to do
your best. Stress is a normal physical response to events that make you
feel threatened or upset your balance in some way. This session includes information on hearing health and recognising the signs of
stress. It also introduces techniques such as mindfulness that can help
you to better respond to unhealthy stress.
2 – 3pm Emma Dabb from Bolton Clarke on Understanding Dementia.
Almost 1 in 10 people over 65 have dementia in Australia and as we age this number
increases substantially. However it’s important to remember dementia is not a normal part of
ageing, and lifestyle changes like physical activity, mental stimulation and a healthy diet can
all help reduce the risk of dementia and improve outcomes. This session will explain what dementia is, its causes, signs and symptoms, as well as how to reduce the risks.
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